
Mihaela Stefan

Artist Curriculum Vitae

Annual Juried Show and Sale | Garibaldi Art Club
Fraser Village Hall, 22610 – 116th Ave, Maple Ridge BC, April 19 - 21, 2013

2012 Fall Show | Garibaldi Art Club
Fraser Village Hall, 22610 – 116th Ave, Maple Ridge BC, November 16-18, 2012

Open Door Gallery Showcase Group Exhibit  | Open Door Gallery
Havana Gallery 1212 Commercial Drive, Vancouver, Aug 30 - Sept 12, 2012 
Showcase features oil and acrylic paintings from all eight Open Door Gallery artists, 
covering a broad spectrum of styles and influences. The convergence of these talented 
local emerging painters is a fresh burst of colour onto the canvas of the Vancouver arts 
experience. 

Roots of Life 2 Solo Exhibit | Open Door Gallery
Taf's Cafe 829 Granville Street, Vancouver, JULY 2 – AUG 31, 2012 
Roots of Life invites the viewer to accompany Mihaela on a retrospective of her life and 
contemplate the instrumental link between our corporeal bodies and the core elements of 
nature. Mihaela decided to show her unique paintings after years of playing with colors on 
canvas. Her breathtaking acrylic canvasses come alive in a fantastic display of vivid colors.

Reflections Group Exhibit | Open Door Gallery
The Libra Room 1608 Commercial Drive, Vancouver, APR 14 – JUNE 15, 2012 
Reflections is a group exhibit that collectively captures the restless spirit of the 
contemporary West Coast artist. Encapsulated by a contemplative mood of vulnerability 
and wanderlust, this striking exhibit is well worth a visit the The Libra Room. With a 
distinct emphasis on the feminine, Reflections is a meditation on the natural beauty of 
change in both our inner and outer worlds.

The Woman With Red Hair Solo Exhibit | Open Door Gallery
Taf's Cafe 829 Granville Street, Vancouver, MARCH 09 - APRIL 30 
One of Mihaela's favourite characters to paint is The Woman with Red Hair, whom she has 
brought to life in eleven captivating pieces. The Woman With Red Hair series depicts a 
deconstructed utopia with which every woman can identify. Mihaela delights in sharing with 
you the fantasies that exist in every woman's heart, like the story of a beautiful spring day, 
or the story of a rainy afternoon where the rich colours of autumn demonstrate the 
persistent elegance of life.

Roots of Life Solo Exhibit  | Open Door Gallery
The Libra Room 1608 Commercial Drive, Vancouver, DEC 09, 2011 - JAN 31, 2012 
Roots of Life invites the viewer to accompany Mihaela on a retrospective of her life and 
contemplate the instrumental link between our corporeal bodies and the core elements of 
nature. Mihaela's experience in the artistic world and her previous career as a ballet dancer  
have influenced her imagination, and her life experiences are all hidden in her art. Her 
fantastic talent of making a white canvas come alive is unique, and her body of work 
features a multitude of themes and painting series.


